In this article we study inequalities of ideal norms. We prove that in a subring R of a number field every ideal can be generated by at most 3 elements if and only if the ideal norm satisfies N (I J ) ≥ N (I )N (J ) for every pair of non-zero ideals I and J of every ring extension of R contained in the normalizationR.
Introduction
When we are studying a number ring R, that is a subring of a number field K , it can be useful to understand the size of its ideals compared to the whole ring. The main tool for this purpose is the norm map which associates to every non-zero ideal I of R its index as an abelian subgroup N (I ) = [R : I ]. If R is the maximal order, or ring of integers, of K then this map is multiplicative, that is for every pair of non-zero ideals I , J ⊆ R we have N (I )N (J ) = N (I J ). If the number ring is not the maximal order this equality does not hold for every pair of non-zero ideals. For example, if we consider the quadratic order Z[2i ] and the ideal I = (2, 2i ), then we have that N (I ) = 2 and N (I 2 ) = 8, so we have the inequality N (I 2 ) > N (I ) 2 . Observe that if every maximal ideal p of a number ring R satisfies N (p 2 ) ≤ N (p) 2 , then we can conclude that R is the maximal order of K (see Corollary 2.8).
In Section 2 we recall some basic commutative algebra and algebraic number theory and we apply them to see how the ideal norm behaves in relation to localizations and ring extensions.
In Section 3 we will see that the inequality in the previous example is not a coincidence. More precisely, we will prove that in any quadratic order we have N (I J ) ≥ N (I )N (J ) for every pair of non-zero ideals I and J . We will say that the norm is super-multiplicative if this inequality holds for every pair of nonzero ideals (see Definition 2.6). We will show that this is not always the case by exhibiting an a order of degree 4 where we have both (strict) inequalities, see Example 3.4.
In a quadratic order every ideal can be generated by 2 elements and in a order of degree 4 by 4 elements, so we are led to wonder if the behavior of the norm is related to the number of generators and what happens in a cubic order, or more generally in a number ring in which every ideal can be generated by 3 elements.
R has finite index in its normalizationR.
For a proof and more about number rings see [Ste08] . Recall that for a commutative domain R with field of fractions K , a fractional R-ideal I is a non-zero R-submodule of K such that x I ⊆ R for some non-zero x ∈ K . Multiplying by a suitable element of R, we can assume that the element x in the definition is in R. It is useful to extend the definition of the index to arbitrary fractional ideals I and J taking: I ] is finite we call it the norm of the ideal I , and we denote it N (I ). In general the ideal norm is not multiplicative.
Lemma 2.2. Let R be a number ring and let I be a non-zero R-ideal. For every non-zero x ∈ K we have N (xR)N (I ) = N (x I ).
Proof. As R is a domain, the multiplication by x induces an isomorphism R/I ≃ xR/x I of (additive) groups. Proof. As R/I has finite length as an S-module, there exists a composition series
where
because all the factors isomorphic to S/m i disappear if we localize at m = m i . 
This implies that
Proof. As R is a domain the localization morphism R → R m composed with the projection
is annihilated by some power of m and by [Eis95, 2.13, p.72] we have that it is isomorphic to its localization at m. As (J ∩R) m = J we have that R/(J ∩R) ≃ R m /J as S-modules. In particular they have the same length as S-modules. By Proposition 2.3 we have that l S (R m /J ) = n l S n ((R m /J ) n ), where the sum is taken over the maximal S-ideals. So to conclude, we need to prove that if n = m, then l S n ((R m /J ) n ) = 0, which is a direct consequence of the fact that (R m /J ) n = 0 when n = m. 
For brevity we will say that R is super-multiplicative.
Proposition 2.7. Let R be a number ring. Let I be any non-zero R-ideal and p
Proof. By the isomorphism of abelian groups
we get that #(I /pI ) = N (pI )/N (I ).
Since I /pI is a (R/p)-vector space of finite dimension, say d , we have #( 
In the other direction, if we have that R m is super-multiplicative for every m, taking the product of the norms of the localizations leads to the required global inequality by Proposition 2.3.
The next result is well known. We include a proof for sake of completeness. Proof. One direction of the proof is trivial, because if x ∈ R is non-zero, then the ideal (x) has inverse (x −1 ). Let's prove the other implication. Let I be a fractional
R-ideal.
Multiplying by an appropriate element of the fraction field of R, we can assume that I ⊆ R. Observe that this doesn't affect the number of generators.
Suppose that I is an invertible R-ideal, with inverse J , i.e. I J = R. Let m 1 , · · · , m l be the maximal ideals of R. As I J m k for every k, there exist a k ∈ I , b k ∈ J such that a k b k ∈ R \ m k . By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, for every k there exists an element λ k ∈ m k and λ k ∈ m j for every j = k. Then define
and consider the product:
Observe that λ i λ j a i b j ∈ m k if and only if i = j = k. Hence ab ∈ m k for every k and it must therefore be a unit. Then
as required.
Quadratic and degree 4 case
In this section we will prove that every quadratic order is super-multiplicative. This result is a consequence of Theorem 1.1 stated in the introduction. We report this particular case separately because the argument of the proof is different and of its own interest. We will also exhibit in the end of this section an example that shows that an analogous theorem is not true for orders in a number field of degree 4. So I is an invertible R I -ideal.
Lemma 3.2. Let R be a quadratic order with integral closureR and consider the localizations at a prime number p
Proof. Note thatR/R is a finite abelian group which can be decomposed in the product of finitely many cyclic groups with order a prime power. When we localize at p we consider only the p-part of this decomposition. As R is quadratic what is left is a cyclic group.
Theorem 3.3. The ideal norm in any quadratic order is super-multiplicative.
Proof. Let R be a quadratic order and I , J two non-zero ideals of R. We want to show that [R :
Let p be an arbitrary rational prime, we want to prove that
By Lemma 3.1 we have that I (resp. J ) is invertible in its multiplier ring R I (resp. R J ).
Note that if q is a maximal R I -ideal above the rational prime q, then q∩(Z\(p)) = [R (p) :
If we substitute these equalities in (*) we get:
AsR (p) /R (p) is a cyclic p-group by Lemma 3.2, the lattice of its subgroups is totally ordered w.r.t. the inclusion relation. Then as R ⊆ R I , R J ⊆R, we have that
. So we have:
If we have that R J(p) ⊆ R I (p) we proceed in an analogous way. As this inequality holds for the localization at every rational prime p, by Proposition 2.3 it holds also for the original quotient, hence we get the desired inequality for the global norms.
As we have understood the quadratic case, then we will move to extensions of Q of higher degree. The next example shows that we cannot prove an analogous theorem for the degree 4 case. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2
In this section we introduce a convenient notation for the maximal number of generators for the ideals of a commutative ring and discuss how this quantity behaves when we localize or extend the ring. The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
and hence J is a fractional R-ideal. In particular we are in this situation if R is a number ring and R ′ is contained in the normalizationR of R, because the index [R : R] is finite.

Remark 4.4. Let R be a number ring inside a number field K . We have g (R) ≤ [K : Q] and this bound is sharp, in the sense that we can find an order R
As R is Noetherian, I can be generated by a finite set of elements, say
To prove the second part, let α be an algebraic integer and
where p is a rational prime number. Then
We have a nice description of the behavior of g (R) for a number ring R when we localize at a maximal ideal. Proof. Observe that (1) implies (2) is an immediate consequence of the fact that
For the other direction, assume that I p is d -generated, for every p.
We can choose the local generators to be in I , just multiplying by the common denominator, which is a unit in R p . Now,R/R has finite length as an R-module. Consider a composition series
where p i is a maximal R-ideal. If we localize at a maximal ideal p = p i , for i = 0, · · · , l − 1, all the factors disappear, and hence we have thatR p = R p . Hence R p is a local Dedekind domain. Hence I p is a principal R p -ideal. As the number of factors of the composition series is finite, this situation occurs for almost all the maximal ideals of R. In other words we can say that I /pI ≃ I p /pI p is a 1-dimensional R/p-vector space for almost all maximal ideals. Then consider the finite set S = p : dim (R/p) I /pI = 1 . By the Chinese Remainder Theorem we can pick an element x 1 ∈ I such that x 1 ∈ pI for every p ∈ S. Now consider T = p : I pI + (x 1 ) , which is also finite because the ideals I and (x 1 ) are locally equal for almost all the maximal ideals of R by a similar argument. So we can build a set of global generators in the following way: with the Chinese Remainder Theorem take x 2 ∈ I \ (pI + (x 1 )) for every p ∈ T , x 3 ∈ I \ (pI + (x 1 , x 2 )) for every p ∈ T such that I is not equal to pI + (x 1 , x 2 ), and so on until x d . Then observe that x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x d is a set of generators for I , because it is so locally at every 
Proof. By contradiction, assume that ϕ(u ⊗V ) and ϕ(U ⊗v) have dimension ≤ 1, for every choice of u ∈ U and v ∈ V . As ϕ is surjective, {ϕ(u ⊗ v) : u ∈ U , v ∈ V } is a set of generators of W . Since W has dimension ≥ 2, among these generators there are 2 which are linearly independent, say w 1 = ϕ(u 1 ⊗ v 1 ) and w 2 = ϕ(u 2 ⊗ v 2 ). Observe
Similarly we obtain also ϕ(u 2 ⊗ v 1 ) = 0. But then we have that both ϕ((u 1 + u 2 ) ⊗ v 1 ) = w 1 and ϕ((u 1 + u 2 ) ⊗ v 2 ) = w 2 are in ϕ((u 1 + u 2 ) ⊗ V ). So it contains two linearly independent vectors and then it must have dimension ≥ 2. Contradiction. 
It is a surjective linear map of k-vector spaces. By Lemma 4.8 there exists x ∈ I m such that ϕ(x ⊗ (J m /mJ m )) has dimension ≥ 2, or there exists y ∈ J m such that ϕ((I m /mI m ) ⊗ y) has dimension ≥ 2. We will prove that if we are in the first case then (1) holds. The proof that the second case implies (2) is analogous. So assume that dim k ϕ(x ⊗ (J m /mJ m )) ≥ 2. Hence the quotient space
has dimension ≤ 1. Moreover, it is easy to see that it is isomorphic to S/mS, where S = (I J ) m /x J m . Hence we have that S is a cyclic R m -module. We can be more precise saying that every generator of S is of the form t ∈T i t j t , where T is a finite set of indexes, i t ∈ I m and j t ∈ J m . In particular i t j t t ∈T is a finite set of generators for S. As the k-vector space S/mS is 1-dimensional, among the projections i t j t there exists one i t 0 j t 0 which is a basis. Hence i t 0 j t 0 is a generator of S. The last assertion follows immediately.
Proposition 4.10. Let R be a commutative Noetherian 1-dimensional domain. Let I , J be two non-zero ideals such that I J can be generated by 3 elements. Then we have that
Proof. Assume that case (1) of Lemma 4.9 holds. Consider the ring R m /x J m . It has finite length because it is Noetherian and zero-dimensional. Consider the following diagram of inclusions of R m -ideals:
These two chains define two series for R m /x J m , and they can be refined to composition series. Observe that the multiplication by x is an isomorphism of R m onto xR m and of J m onto x J m , so it induces a R-module isomorphism also on the quotients. Hence we have l (R m /J m ) = l (xR m /x J m ) and as the diagram of inclusions is commutative we have also l (R m /xR m ) = l (J m /x J m ). Moreover, as I m /xR m is mapped onto (I J ) m /x J m by Lemma 4.9, for every factor of the composition series between R m and I m there exists a corresponding factor between J m and (I J ) m . So we have
To finish the proof, it is sufficient to add l (R m /J m ) on both sides. If case (2) of Lemma 4.9 holds we get the same conclusion with a similar argument.
Now we can conclude our proof:
Proof of Theorem 1.2. As every ideal can be generated by 3 elements, for every pair of non-zero R-ideals I and J , Proposition 4.10 implies
for every maximal R-ideal m. Hence by Proposition 2.3 we get
For the second statement, use Remark 4.3
Proof of Theorem 1.3
In this section we prove Theorem 1.3. Firstly, we will exhibit a bound for g (R) for a local number ring R depending on the extension of its maximal ideal in the normalizationR. Secondly, we will give a sufficient condition such that this bound is ≤ 3. Finally, we will conclude the proof by moving from the local case to the global one.
Lemma 5.1. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over a finite field k such that
where each V i is a proper subspace of V . Then n > #k.
Proof. As V i V , then it has codimension ≥ 1, which implies that
Then dividing by (#k) dim k V −1 we get n > #k. 
., p + 1 there exists an element with the i -th coordinate non-zero. Then we have that J A = A, hence J A is a pricipal A-ideal generated by any unit, say u. Observe that the coordinates of ϕ(u) are all non-zero, and by construction then u is not in J . So J is a fractional R-ideal whose extension to A cannot be generated by an element of J .
Lemma 5.4. Let R be a local number ring with maximal ideal m, residue field k and normalizationR. Let l be the number of distinct maximalR-ideals above m.
If l ≤ #k then for every R-ideal I we have that
Proof. By Lemma 5.2 we know that mR = xR for some x ∈ m. AsR/I is isomor- 
Proof. We want to apply Lemma 5.4. Let m 1 , · · · , m l be the distinct maximal ideals ofR which are above m. Choose f (x), a monic irreducible polynomial in
Observe that such d is also coprime with [k :
is irreducible and of the same degree d . Let α be a zero of f (X ) and consider Q(α). It is a number field of degree d over Q and let S be the order Z[X ]/( f ). We know that as f (X ) is irreducible modulo p the prime p is inert, i.e. pS is a prime ideal of S and the quotient S/pS is isomorphic to
LetT be its normalization. We will now prove that T is a local domain with unique maximal ideal m ⊗ Z S = M. First of all observe that the ring k ⊗ F p (S/pS) is a field. Indeed, if we consider the quotient
where R is a maximal ideal, then clearly F is a field extension of F p . As both k and S/pS can be embedded in F the degree [F :
because they are coprime. This is exactly the dimension of k ⊗ F p (S/pS) as F pvector space. This means that F = k ⊗ F p (S/pS), hence it is a field. Now observe that T /M is a F p -vector space and that
So T /M is a field and M is a maximal ideal. To prove that it is the unique one, let N be any maximal ideal of T and recall that T ≃ R[X ]/( f ). So T is a finitely generated R-module and hence T is integral over R. This means that N∩R must be the maximal ideal m, that is N contains the T -ideal generated by m, which is M, and by maximality they are equal. Therefore T is local. Now observe that alsoR/m i and S/pS have coprime degree over F p and that R ⊗ Z S =R[X ]/( f ) is integral overR. By the same argument as before we can deduce that there exists an isomorphism of fields
and that the maximal ideals ofR ⊗ Z S are exactly the m i ⊗ Z S = M i , with i = 1, · · · , l . The ringR is a semilocal Dedekind domain, so each of its maximal ideals m i is principal by Proposition 2.10. Then also each M i is principal, hence invertible, and we have thatR ⊗ Z S is a Dedekind domain, hence it is equal toT .
Observe that T /M has (#k) d elements, which is bigger than l . Then we can apply Lemma 5.4 and we get
Now observe that I ⊗ Z S = I ⊗ R T and using the canonical isomorphisms of tensor products we get
Similarly we have that
Then we can conclude that
Corollary 5.6. Let R be a local number ring with maximal ideal m, residue field k and normalizationR, then g (R) = dim k (R/mR).
Proof. Let r = dim k (R/mR) and let I be any R-ideal. By Theorem 5.5 we obtain that dim k (I /mI ) ≤ r . As every number ring is Noetherian, we have that I is finitely generated and hence we can apply Nakayama's Lemma to get that I is generated by at most r elements. Hence g (R) ≤ r . Moreover observe thatR is a fractional R-ideal and we know that it is generated by exactly r elements, so g (R) = r . 
Proof. Suppose that ((i)) does not hold, which means that for every x, y ∈ A such that x ∈ k and y ∈ k + k x we have that x y ∈ k1 + k x + k y. First we claim that for every x ∈ A we have
We can use the same argument for z ∈ k1 + k x + k y ⊃ k + k x (which exists because the dimension of A over k is ≥ 4) and we get that
From these considerations we get that every subspace W ⊂ A containing 1 is closed under multiplication, hence it is a ring. Observe that each x ∈ A acts by multiplication on the left on A/(k +k x) and each vector is an eigenvector. This means that there is one eigenvalue and hence the action of x is just a multiplication by a scalar. This means that there exists a unique k-linear morphism λ : A −→ k, such that x y ≡ λ(x)y mod (k + k x) for every y ∈ A. We can use the same argument for the action of y on A/(k +k y) and the action of x y on A/(k + k x + k y), which has dimension > 0, by hypothesis. As all the actions are scalar on A/(k + k x + k y) we get that λ(x)λ(y) = λ(x y). As this works for every x, y ∈ A then λ : A → k is a k-algebra morphism. We can use the same argument for the multiplication on the right, to get that there is a unique ring homomorphism µ : A → k such that for every x, z ∈ A we have zx ≡ µ(x)z mod (k + k x). Then we get that A = k + ker λ = k + ker µ, which also implies that the dimension over k of the kernels is ≥ 3. Now we want to prove that ker λ · ker µ = 0. For x ∈ ker λ and y ∈ ker µ we have 
Hence we get that x y = 0. Now we have to distinguish two cases. If ker µ = ker λ then, as λ and µ agree on k, they coincide on the whole A. So we are in case ((ii)) with V = ker µ = ker λ. If ker µ = ker λ, then call V = ker µ ∩ ker λ which has exactly codimension 2: as the kernels are different it must be strictly bigger than 1 and it is strictly smaller than 3 because ker µ, ker λ have codimension 1. So the projections of 1, ker λ, ker µ are 3 distinct lines in A/V . Hence: ker λ = k · e + V where we choose e with µ(e) = 1 (it can be done as µ maps surjectively onto k), ker µ = k · f + V where f = 1 − e.
Observe that e f = e(1 − e) = (1 − f ) f = 0, because e ∈ ker λ and f ∈ ker µ. Then we obtain e 2 = e, f 2 = f , f e = 0. Also eV = V f = 0. From this conditions we get that A = ke ⊕ k f ⊕ V , because ker λ = ke ⊕ V has codimension 1 and f ∈ ker λ. Then
is a well defined morphism and clearly it is bijective. So we are in case ((iii)).
To conclude, observe that if ((ii)) holds then A is a commutative algebra and in case ((iii)) A is not. If A has ((ii)) then it has not ((i)), because the subspace k1 + k x +k y is a ring and so dim k (k1+k
and so x y ∈ k + k x + k y. Proof. Put A =R/mR. Observe that it is an R-module annihilated by the maximal ideal m, so it is a finite dimensional k-algebra. Assume by contradiction that dim k A ≥ 4, so we are in one of the three cases of Theorem 5.7. AsR is commutative, then A is the same, so we cannot be in case ((iii)). Assume that we are in case
Consider the projectionR ։ A and letm be the pre-image of V . Observe that k = A/V ≃R/m, hencem is a maximal ideal ofR. The ringR is integrally closed so we have that dim k (m/m 2 ) = 1. Therefore also dim k (V /V 2 ) = dim k V = 1 as V 2 = 0. This implies that dim k A = 2. Contradiction. Assume that we are in case
. Let x and y be the preimages inR of x and y. Now consider the R ′ -fractional ideals I = (1, x, mR) and J = (1, y, mR). Observe thatR/R ′ ≃ A/k and inside it we have I /R ′ and J /R ′ which are generated by the images of x and y, respectively, so they corresponds to subspaces of dimension 1 over k. The image of the product I J /R ′ is generated by the projections of x, y and x y. Therefore it has dimension ≥ 3 over k. Recalling our convention on the index of fractional ideals, we have
But this contradicts the hypothesis that R ′ is super-multiplicative. Therefore we must have dim k A ≤ 3.
Now to conclude the proof of Theorem 1.3 stated in the introduction, we need to return to the non-local case.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Observe that by Lemma 2.9 we have that the localization of R + mR at every maximal ideal m is super-multiplicative. Then by Proposition 5.8 and Corollary 5.6 we get that every R m -ideal is generated by 3 elements, for every m. Then by Lemma 4.5 we have that every R-ideal is generated by 3 elements.
Let us summarize what we proved: let R be a number ring with normalizationR and consider the ring extensions of R given by R We cannot say that all the statement are equivalent because if R is super-multiplicative then it is possible that there exists an extension R ′ (of the required form) which
is not, as we show in the next example, which was communicated by Hendrik Lenstra. 
